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Google Hangouts and
UberConference driving
innovation.
Before UberConference, the firm was using
freeconferencecall.com. Call quality was poor
and the team’s ability to calendar, schedule,
and organize effective meetings was limited.
“I think UberConference has given us more
of a professional appearance,” said David
Shapiro of Ferrazzi Greenlight. “It feels more
like an enterprise solution with a more robust
feature set. It feels like an enterprise product.”
“One way that really helped us in terms of how
we used UberConference is the new integration with Google Hangouts,” Shapiro said. “In
the past we have had it split between conferences taking place on Google Hangouts and
those that are audio only. Now we have that
option for commuters who are able to dial-in
to our Hangout. It has helped us increase our
adoption of Google Hangouts and video conferencing; we are much closer as a company.”
The seamless bridge between
UberConference and Google Hangouts has

• Saves fifteen minutes every meeting,
access.

“UberConference has helped us
increase our adoption of Google
Hangouts and video
conferencing; we are much
closer as a company.”
David Shapiro, Analyst

